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Building your Own: 
 A piston launcher can give that little added 

edge in competition.  Building one is not a difficult or 

expensive project and may help with a new skill or two 

alone the way. 

 Building a reliable piston launcher is simple 

and can be fairly quick. 

A bit of History:  The Dowel & Casing Pistons: 

 The very first pistons were simply a wooden 

dowel with a spent 13mm or 18mm motor casing glued 

to one end.  An 18” length of BT-5 or Bt-20 body tube 

formed the slide shell with another piece of spent 

motor casing glued into the bottom end of the slide 

tube as a stop.  Two small hole were punched about 

3/8” in for the top edge of the slide tube on opposite 

sides 180 degrees apart. That was it, a very simple tool.  

This apparatus is then mounted on a stand or anchored 

to another launch rod to support the ½” dowel 

vertically.  The model is pressed onto the slide tube 

firmly by wrapping tape around the motor just enough 

to make a thigh but movable joint.  Each lead of the 

installed motors igniter is threaded through the holes 

and gently passed to the outside of the slide tube 

without dislodging the taped in igniter from the motor 

nozzle while setting the motor/model combination 

firmly on the top of the slide tube.  Micro-clips are 

connected to the exposed igniter leads and we’re ready 

to fly.  This type piston works pretty will, as evidenced 

by all the 1st place ribbons and trophies they secured in 

the mid 70's and early 80's.  While very crude and not 

the most efficient design they will do the job. 

Metal Head Pistons:   

 These improved pistons are the next step up 

and the ones we will spend the majority of this article 

discussing.  Similar in design to the simple dowel 

piston metal head pistons no longer leak those first 

precious puffs of exhaust gas out of  the igniter lead 

holes or around this sometimes sloppy fitting slide 

tube/casing head joint, while reducing some of the 

paper on paper friction.   

 Building a reliable metal head piston launcher 

is a fairly easy task some might even call it fun.  Begin 

with the purchase of the raw materials needed.  If 

bought in standard lengths and packages there will be 

enough material to complete at least 4 working pistons 

for just over $38.00 ($9.50 each)  

 
Parts List: 

 Most of the parts are shown in the photo above, 

in stock lengths or handy pieces from the scraps bin.  

Each Metal Head Piston will require: 

 

a) 1- 3/8" O.D. x 1/4" I.D x 22" long piece of alum. 

tubing.  Usually a Lowe's or Home Depot item with a 

thinner wall 3/8" OD tube could be substituted. 

b)  2pcs 3/32"OD x 1" long thin wall brass tubing. 

c)-a 1pc 1/2" OD x 3" long thin wall brass tubing (for 

13mm pistons).        OR 

c)-b 1pc 21/32" OD x 3" long thin wall brass tubing 

(for 18mm pistons). 

d)  4 feet of 18 gage stranded copper Hook-up wire.  

(I use 2' of red and black but one color is sufficient) 

e)  1pc 3/16" x 2" aluminum or stainless steel rod.(a 

straight section of an old damaged 3/16" launch rod 

works great for this item). 

f)  1pc. 1" x 1" x 1-1/2" minimum size wooden block,  

 This can be any material that will serve as a base 

mounting/ support block.   

g)  1pc 12 to 18" long BT-5 or BT-20 body tubing.  

(Note:  Some of the BTC's are using short 9" travel 

"Optimized Pistons".  If choosing this method a 12" 

long section of tube is required on a 3" metal head 

piston.) 

h)  1pc 1/8" by 13mm or 18mm tube coupling or motor 

stop ring. (piston slide tube stop)    1 



Thinner and lighter phenolic rings or couplers are best.  

i)  1pc 1/4" x 1" x 1/64 3ply aircraft plywood 

(igniter tubes insulator strip) 1/32nd will work in a 

pinch but makes alignment difficult. 

j)  2" wide masking tape.  There will be different 

amounts for each motor class. 

k) A small amounts of Cyanoacrylate adhesive, 5 

minute epoxy, solder and soldering paste. 

 
L) Support tube mounting and slide tube travel 

adjustment fasteners options: 

   The above photo is my method of adjustment, 

mounting with (3) 3/8" brass hex nuts and (3) 8-32 x 

1" brass thumb screws to hold the support tube in the 

base block and adjust the slide tube bottom of travel on 

the piston.   These are nice but not required.  I will 

walk through the stop fabrication a little later.    

 For general use two #8 x 1" long wood screws 

can be used to fix the aluminum support tube and 3/16" 

steel mounting rod to the wooden base block.  Slide 

tube adjustment can be done with a cloths pin or other 

clamp.  These items will be more full explained in the 

construction text below. 

Construction:  

      Begin the fabrication process by cutting 2 pieces of 

3/32" brass tubing 1" long and 2 lengths of 18gage 

stranded copper wire about 24" long.  Strip about 3/8" 

from both ends of each of each wire.  This length is 

important as we do not want to fill the brass tube with 

solder or wire.  Cut two or three very small pieces of 

50/50 resin core solder.   Insert solder pieces into one 

end of each 3/32" brass tube.  Apply soldering paste to 

the exposed copper wire and insert into the tubes.  

Heat the tube/wire combo with a soldering iron until 

the soldering paste bubbles and/or solder is visible at 

the bottom tube/wire joint.  Make two igniter lead 

tube/wire pieces. 

     Please Note:  These igniter tubes will be replaced 

with a much better positive connection plug in Mill-

Max connectors (see TechTip-008b).  

    

 
Please note the up angle of the 3/32" tube during 

soldering to prevent the upper half of the tube from 

becoming clogged with solder.   

 
      After both 3/32" tubes are soldered on wires.  

Strike a center line on both sides of the 7/32" x 1" 

piece of 1/64" plywood.   Carefully CA one 3/32" tube 

along the line on each side of the strip positioned 1/8" 

below the forward end of the plywood.  Once both 

sides are dry, insulate with liquid electric tape or a 

wrap of black electric tape as in the photo below.      2 



 

 
Use 2" wide masking tape to build up a centering 

spacer for the piston brass head, 1/2" tube for 13mm 

pistons or 21/32" tube for 18mm pistons which will 

also require addition size shimming.  Apply the 

masking tape even with the end of the 3/8" aluminum 

tube rolling the tape on as smoothly and tightly as 

possible, until a very tight friction fit is obtained.   

 
For 18mm Pistons the masking tape build-up should 

look something like this.  

 Thread both wires down the 3/8" support tube, 

seating the igniter lead contact tube assemble in the 

forward end slightly, just enough to keep it centered.  

Slide the 3" brass piston head over the contact tube 

assemble and onto the masking tape spacer with the aft 

end of the head even with the rear end of the masking 

tape.  These 2 photos show the 13mm (1/2" head) 

assembly. 

 

 
Fabrication of an 18mm piston will require application 

of either aluminum or stainless adhesive backed metal 

tape to the brass piston head to adjust the difference 

between the largest available brass tube 21/32" 

(.65625") and the ID of a standard BT-20 body tube 

(.710").  Field tests have found Stainless holds up 

much better under the heat than the aluminum tapes.       
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 After fitting the brass head, mix and 

CAREFULLY epoxy fill the cavity  created by the 

brass head/ masking tape spacer making sure that 

inside and upper most ends of the igniter contact tubes 

stay clear of the epoxy.  When dry, sand the projecting 

1/8" of  1/64th plywood close but not even with the 

ends of the contact tubes leave just a little as a barrier.  

Here's another look at the completed epoxy filled head. 

         4 



 
 While the epoxy is curing, CA or epoxy a 

motor stop into the aft end of which ever body slide 

tube you are using.  Some also like to add a 1/2" piece 

of 14 or 19mm tube extension to the forward end to 

further seal the model body/motor joint.   

 Cut a base block out of what ever material you 

like, I prefer a wood block 1" x 1" x 1-1/2" as a 

minimum and 2" x 2" x 2" as a maximum.  Drill a 

13/32" hole to pass the 3/8" alum support tube if using 

my 3/8" brass nut retainers.  If using a permanent base 

mount make the hole a tight 3/8". Drill the hole at least 

1/2" for the outside edge of  the block and center on 

the long axes of the piece.  On the opposite end of the 

center line drill a 3/16" or 5/32" hole to hammer in the 

3/16" x 2" piece of 3/16" mounting rod.  secure the rod 

with a little CA dripped into the hole just as you drive 

the pin into the hole with a hammer leaving 1" 

protruding for the bottom of the block. 

 
 Insert the wires and aluminum support tube 

bottom into the forward end of the piston body slide 

tube, sliding it all the way forward onto the metal 

piston head.  Turn the assembled piston up vertically 

and check for free movement of the slide tube over the 

metal head. Slide the body tube back and forth several 

times to ensure there are no snags or hang-up points. 

Lightly sand if a rough spot is found.  

 If using the thumbscrew stop/support fasteners, 

slide 2 of the 3 onto the 3/8" aluminum support tube 

after the piston body slide tube.  Insert the wires and 

aft end of the 3/8" support tube into the base block.  

Secure with either the remaining 3rd 3/8 brass nut / 

thumbscrew fastener as shown below  or blunt the tip 

of a #8 wood screw and screw into the block from the 

side to press against the alum. support tube. This screw 

will need to be removed periodically to replace the 

expendable body slide tube.   
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Optional "Easy Access thumbscrew stops": 

 
 Fabrication of these custom stops will require 

an electric drill or drill press, a small vise, 13/32" and 

#29 hi-speed drill bits for metal, (3) 3/8-16 brass hex 

nuts, (3) 8/32 x1" brass thumbscrews and an 8/32 

bottom tap and tap handle.  First step will be the 

removal of the threads from the inside of the 3/8" brass 

hex nuts.  Drill them out with the 13/32" bit.  Drill out 

these pieces is best done by placing the nut in a vise 

placed on a drill press table, but can be accomplished 

with an electric hand drill and vise.   Next drill a #29 

tap hole in one of the flat hex sides of each nut.   Tap 

the threads for the thumbscrews with a 8/32 hand tap.  

These stops will make changing dirty or damaged slide 

tubes and/or adjusting the slide tube travel a breeze. 

Completed pistons will look something like this. 

 

   
 To use the piston, install the mounting block 

3/16" stem in pads launch rod holder and tighten. 

  Install your model by loosening and lowering 

the slide tube and thumbscrew or clamp to expose the 

piston head and igniter lead contact tubes, Check the 

contact tubes for curd from previous launches, 

cleaning with a needle file or thinly rolled sandpaper if 

needed.  Insert the rolled igniter leads ends into the 

contact tube openings holding the prepared model in 

one hand while moving the piston body up over the 

motor and/or model body, seating the model firmly but 

not over forced on the end of the slide tube.  Re-adjust 

the slide tube stop ring to take the weight off the 

model/motor slide tube combination.  Take care not to 

rotate the slide tube during this process which can 

cause contact shorts.   Connect the wire extending for 

the lower end of the piston alum. support tube the pads 

micro-clips.  You are ready to fly. 

 

   Authors Note:    

Much of the fabrication techniques & material 

used in this Tech-Tip will be used in the following 

supplement 008b.  Tech-Tip-008b will show many 

improvements over the old brass tube & nichrome 

igniters as will as looking closely at CHAD, Metal 

Head & advanced Floating Head Launch Pistons.  
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